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Measurements:  

Card Base: 8.5 x 5.5 inches 

Patterned Paper: one 4 .25 x 2.75 inches and one 1 x 5.5 inch strip 

Tall Present: 2.75 x 2 inches 

Short Present: 1.25 x 1.25 inches square 

Special Supplies Needed: nesting circle punches or cutting tools; narrow 

ribbon or twine for the packages.  

Basic Instructions:  

Fold card in half to form base. Adhere background patterned paper 

to the card about half-inch in from right hand edge. Trim any excess 

that hangs off along the top or bottom edge.  

Adhere patterned paper strip along the bottom of the card, about 

one inch up from lower edge. Trim any overhang. Set aside.  

Tie slim ribbon and twine around the two present pieces to mimic 

gift boxes. Try to keep the bows small. Trim ribbon at an angle to 

prevent raveling.  

Adhere presents to cardfront as shown, with the taller one in the 

middle and canted slightly towards the left, and the smaller overlap-

ping it on the right, canted slightly right, with dimensionals. 

 Stamp and punch out or die-cut desired saying, Mat with the next 

size up circle. Adhere in the lower left quadrant of the cardfront, 

overlapping the patterned paper strip and the tall present, using di-

mensional adhesive.  

Alternate Layout: add more presents in different sizes, and pile 

behind the strip, centering the sentiment.  

Design Hint: The ribbon or twine is what makes the illusion that 

these pieces of cardstock are little gifts. Use narrow trim and tie 

small bows so as not to overwhelm the proportions.  

Basic Layout 

Alternative Layout 

What says “party time” more than a pile of presents? Turn scraps into cute gift boxes with this easy layout. 
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Measurements:  

Card Base: 8.5 x 5.5 inches (darker color cardstock)  

Background Mat: 4 x 5.25 inches (same color as card base) 

Patterned Paper Strip: 1.25 x 4 inches 

Strip Mat: 1.5 x 4 inches 

Sentiment: 1.5 x 2.25 inches (neutral cardstock) 

Sentiment Mat: 1.75 x 2.5 inches 

Special Supplies Needed: three small brads or candy dots. 

Basic Instructions:  

Fold cardstock in half to form card base. Set aside.  

Stamp or emboss a large, long floral or flourish image on the left 

hand side of the background mat. Adhere background mat to card-

front with equal margins on all four sides.  

Adhere patterned strip to strip mat, then attach to cardfront about 

one inch up from the lower mat edge.  

Stamp saying and adhere to mat. Attach to middle cardfront just to 

the right of center, using dimensionals. 

Embellish with three small brads, pearls or candy dots along edge of 

patterned paper strip.  

 Alternate Layout: create as before, but extend the strip and mat 

to 5.25 inches for a horizontal version. Stamp additional flowers.  

Design Hint: Use a long image that will be seen both above and 

below the patterned strip. The length must provide a counter-

balance to the strong horizontal of the strip and will compliment the 

vertical thrust of the tall and slender sentiment.  

Basic Layout 

Alternative Layout 

Perfect for a sympathy or formal card, this layout looks especially lovely when using white ink on dark cardstock. 
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Measurements:  

Card Front and Back: cut two 2.75 x 4.25 inches (heavy cardstock) 

Front Layer:  2.5 x 4 inches (neutral cardstock)  

Interior Pages: cut three  2.75 x 4.25 inches (neutral cardstock) 

Special Supplies Needed: corner rounder punch; large brad or brass pa-

per fastener; hole punch in the correct size for your fastener or brad.  

Basic Instructions:  

Round all four corners of the card front and page, inside pages, and 

the front layer.  

Stamp desired motif on the front layer. Adhere stamped layer to 

front cover. Stamp interior pages, if desired.  

Punch a hole in the lower left hand corner of your front cover. Use 

that hole as a guide to line up and punch the inside pages and the 

back cover. Make sure you have the pages in the correct order and 

facing the right direction before punching.  

Line up all the pages and insert the brad or fastener, bending or 

clipping the prongs off and sanding down any sharp edges.  

Embellish front cover as desired. Do not embellish the inside pages 

as the thickness will prevent the deck from opening smoothly.  

Mailing Tips: if your fan deck does not have to fit in an envelope or 

be mailed, you can make this style of card any size or number of pag-

es. For regular mailing purposes, however, use no more than five 

total cardstock layers, and place an additional piece of cardstock 

over the front to protect the brad or fastener from catching on the 

postal machines. Be aware that custom-size envelopes will often 

bear an additional fee. For best results, send inside a padded enve-

lope or hand-deliver. 

Card When 

Closed 

Card When 

Open 

Depending on paper choice, this versatile layout works equally well for a new baby or graduation congrats. 

friends 
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Measurements:  

Card Base:  5.5 x 8.5 inches 

Background: 4 x 5.25 inches (neutral cardstock) 

Sentiment Suggestion: longer sentiment stamped directly on card. 

Special Supplies Needed: sticky notes for masking technique.  

Basic Instructions:  

  Fold card in half to form base. Set aside.  

 Use sticky notes to make a line just below the center of the back-

ground, all the way from edge to edge.  

 Using a variety of different flowers and leaf images, stamp on top of 

and above the edge of the sticky notes to create a floral border.  

 Remove the sticky notes, being careful not to smear any ink that 

hasn’t dried yet. Turn the stamped piece 180 degrees. Use the same 

sticky notes to create another line about 1.25 inches above the last 

one. Stamp as before, creating the same mix of colors and images.  

 Remove and discard the sticky notes. You should have a blank area 

measuring 4 x 1.25 inches, in which to stamp your sentiment.  

 Adhere background piece to cardfront with equal margins on all 

four sides. Add a pearl or candy dots to either end of saying area. 

Alternate Layout: This extremely versatile technique works equal-

ly well horizontally or vertically. Widen or shorten the width of the 

strip as necessary to suit your sentiment. Mask off a circle, oval or 

rectangular shape and stamp all the way around it, if preferred.  

Design Hint: try this technique in monochromatics (single color 

plus neutral) or using color gradient inks (ombre).   

Use any floral stamps to create a beautiful border for a masked-off space to hold a special sentiment. 

Basic Layout 

Alternative Layout 
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Measurements:  

Card Base: 5.5 x 8.5 inches (medium-tint cardstock) 

Cardstock Swatches: cut two  2.25 x 2 inches (lighter cardstock) 

Patterned Swatches:  cut two 2.25 x 2 inches 

Focal Point Swatch: 2.25 x 2 inches (neutral cardstock) 

Special Supplies Needed: medium and small flower punches or die-cuts; 

medium button or embellishment for main flower center. 

Sentiment Suggestion: Stamp directly on card.  

Basic Instructions:  

Fold cardstock in half to form horizontal card base. Set aside.  

Stamp and punch or die-cut a medium-sized flower for the focal 

point. Stamp and punch three smaller flowers to sprinkle on later.  

Arrange swatches in pleasing color combination, alternating solids 

and patterns. Adhere the left-most swatch to the center of the card-

front, angled so that the top left corner is closer to the edge of the 

card than the bottom left corner is.  

Continue adhering the other swatches, arching them slightly so that 

the overall effect is like a hand of playing cards fanned out on a ta-

ble. End with the focal point swatch.  

Stamp desired sentiment on cardfront in the space created by the 

arching swatches. Add punched flowers and embellishment center.  

Alternate Layout: make a vertical version as before, enlarging the 

focal point swatch to help draw the eye and “ground” the card. 

Design Hint: the sprinkle of small punches serves as a unifying ele-

ment to tie the many swatches together, and helps the eye visually 

travel in a naturally pleasing left-to-right pattern.  

Alternate solid and patterned paper swatches in coordinating colors for this fun and casual layout. 

Basic Layout 

Alternative Layout 
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Measurements:  

Card Base: 8.5 x 5.5 inches  

Accent Strip: 4.25 x .5 inches 

Patterned Paper: 4.25 x 3.5 inches 

Sentiment Strip: .75 x 4 inches 

Special Supplies Needed: nesting circle punches or circle-cutting tools; 

one brad or other small embellishment.  

Basic Instructions:  

Fold card base in half to form vertical card. Adhere patterned paper 

centered on card front. Adhere accent strip on the left-hand side. 

Create banner ends on the sentiment strip using punch or scissors. 

Stamp desired saying on the pennant, to the right of center.  

Adhere pennant centered on the cardfront, about 1.25 inches up 

from the bottom edge.  

Stamp and punch out a focal point and mat. Adhere to pennant to 

the left of the sentiment.  

Add a small embellishment to the left edge of the pennant.   

Alternate Layout: for a vertical layout, put accent strip along the 

bottom and stamp sentiment on right side. Increase the size of the 

focal point to fill the additional visual space. 

Design Hint: For the pennant strip, choose a cardstock color that is 

vibrant enough to “compete” with the large exposed sections of 

patterned paper. It should be darker or visually bolder than the ac-

cent strip, as well.  

This card’s simple, pretty piece of paper and cheerful solid colors pop against a crisp white background. 

Basic Layout 

Alternate Layout 

happy day 

 

happy day 


